SOLUTION BRIEF

Primavera’s Engineer
Engineer-To-Order Solution
From Bid to Installation: Plan. Perform. Profit.

Engineer-to-order
order (ETO) industries provide a special kind of a manufacturing
where every order is customized and managed as a project. Planning in these
industries is typically done using traditional Critical Path Management (CPM)
techniques, but they are likely managed in silos across various departments. As
a result, these projects are plagued with
th poor delivery performance, resource
overload, frequent changes, communication issues and general uncertainty,
especially around determining the optimal bid price. An effective solution that
covers the entire ETO project lifecycle from bid to installatio
installation will help better
manage these issues and improve operational performance.

Delivery Capabilities Are Crucial for Business Success
For most ETO-focused
focused companies, delivering customer
customer-specific projects on time, on budget
and within scope is a business imperative and a key competitive differentiator. Customers
will consider a suppliers’ performance on previous contracts, particularly its ability to meet
delivery and cost targets.
The volatile nature of markets, coupled with the opportunity to so
source items from low-cost
countries, has encouraged many ETO companies to focus on higher value
value-adding
processes, including design, systems integration and services. Competitive advantage is
achieved through combining services and products to provide high
high-value integrated
solutions. These added services help companies improve margins and achieve a higher
growth rate than the associated products alone.
Oracle’s Primavera ETO cloud-based solution with mobile support addresses the specific
requirements of ETO projects
rojects in order to improve delivery against the contractual
agreements.

ABOUT ORACLE PRIMAVERA

Oracle is the leading worldwide
provider of project portfolio
management solutions for projectproject
intensive industries. Oracle’s
Primavera Enterprise
E
Project
Portfolio Management
M
applications
help organizations propose,
prioritize and select project
investments
investmen and plan, manage and
control the most-complex
most
projects
and project portfolios.
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Key Capabilities and Benefits
Resource capacity planning
» Forecast and monitor resource availability to ensure order demand can be m
» Run what-if scenarios to optimize resource utilization.

Planning templates to leverage lessons learned
» Rapidly create new customer projects using project templates that are derived from
lessons learned in the close-out phase.
» Generate accurate estimates of overall duration and effort for upcoming orders.

Risk analysis and contingency determination
uncertainty using Monte Carlo simulations, and
» Identify, quantify and monitor risk and uncertaint
then determine the required contingency for an optimal bid price.

Integrated master planning
gram, project and work plans with dependencies captured across
» Create multi-tiered program,
projects. Eliminate disconnected schedules along the ETO value chain.

Critical path scheduling
estimated duration,
» Use CPM scheduling to automatically project dates based on est
schedule logic and leading time-phased
phased visualization.

Resource optimization
time.
» Eliminate resource bottlenecks and ensure project activities are completed on time

Automated progress collection
» Share resource task assignments with project team members using mobile apps or by
pulling updates from external applications such as PLM
PLM.

Quality gate management and governance
» Built-in gates serve as quality check points in ETO to ensure that project leaders and
teams meet the required level of execution. The model also formalizes decision-making
within the project and ensures that resourcess are not wasted.

Change and contract management
» Manage, analyze,, monitor and communicate changes to all functional departments,
suppliers, subcontractors and customers.
meeting» Contextualize and trace project artifacts, such as issues, changes, contracts, meeting
minutes, claims, work- and cost-breakdown
breakdown structures.
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blogs.oracle.com/eppm
facebook.com/oracleprimavera
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Business process management, document m
management and audit trails
» Configurable business process management automates processes and helps to stay
compliant with guidelines and rules.
featured document management system provides check in/out, versioning,
» A full-featured
approval workflows, as well as annotation capabilities of various file formats like
drawings.
Full audit trail capabilities keep date and time stamps so you can always discover who
touched what and when.
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For more information about Oracle’s
Primavera Engineer-To-Order
Engineer
Solution
visit oracle.com/primavera or call
1.800.423.0245 to speak to an Oracle
representative
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